THE METALLURGY OF GOLD.
CHAPTER   I. THE PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF GOLD.
Introduction.—From very early times the ancients were attracted by the beautiful colour, the brilliant lustre, and the indestructibility of gold.
Prof. Growland points out * that on account of its wide distribution in the sands and gravels of rivers, and its distinctive appearance, it must have been the first metal to attract the attention of prehistoric man in most regions of the world. He also observes, however, that it could not have been used even for ornaments until the art of melting had been invented, and this could hardly have happened until man had passed the Stone Age culture and entered the Bronze Age.
No objects, he says, consisting of -gold have been found with undoubted Stone Age remains. The earliest mining and metallurgical operations of which traces remain were those carried on in Egypt in dealing with the ores of gold. " The ancient mines are scattered over Upper Egypt, Nubia, and the Sudan," and consist of shallow pits in detritus, and trenches and shafts in hard rocks, The ore was broken by stone hammers, ground in stone mills or querns, and treated on inclined stone tables, on which the particles of rock were washed away from the gold. Shallow earthen dishes were used for the final washings, and the residual gold was melted with purifying fluxes in crucibles and cast into ingots. Kemains of all the implements have been found, but their exact age is doubtful.2                             i
Among the pictorial rock carvings of Upper Egypt there are several illustrations of the gold-extraction processes mentioned above. The earliest indications appear to be certain inscriptions on monuments of the Fourth Dynasty (4,000 B.C.), depicting gold washing.3 Certain stele of the Twelfth Dynasty (2,400 B.C.) in the British Museum (144 Bay 1 and 145 Bay 6) refer to gold washing in the Sudan, and one of them appears to indicate the working of gold ore as distinguished from alluvial.4
In the code of Menes, who reigned in Egypt in 3,600 B.C. or about 2,000 years before Moses, the ratio of value between gald and silver is mentioned, one part of gold being declared equal in value to two and a half parts of silver, and it is, therefore, clear that the extraction of both metals from the deposits containing them must have been carried on before that time. A cc gold bracelet found by Petrie on the arm of the queen of King Zer, successor of Menes, takes us back," almost as far, " whilst a small ingot of gold found
lGowland, J. Anthrop. Inst., 1912, 42, 252-262.                      2Gowland, loc. cit.
3 Wilkinson, The Ancient Egyptians (London, 1874), vol. ii., p. 137.
4 Hoover, Translation of Agricola, (London, 1912), p. 279,
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